Professional Renewal Course Program with Online Modules

General Information About the PRC Program

- PRPs still may take the PRC in connection with the NAP Training Conference or Convention (traditional two-day format)

- PRPs may choose to do the PRC in three ways online modules in a webinar format, modules in a classroom format, or a combination of the two within the respective six-year certification periods.

- The following webinar/classroom modules are required for the PRC:
  - Ethics
  - Governing Documents
  - Serving as a Meeting Parliamentarian
  - Teaching RONR (combines Teaching Parliamentary Procedure and Understanding Changes in the Current Edition of RONR)
  - Writing Parliamentary Opinions

- In addition, two electives are required from among the following:
  - Doing Business as a Professional Parliamentarian
  - Presiding
  - Advanced Parliamentary Research
  - Script Writing

NB: Modules at the PRP level for the PRC will be focused on practicing professional parliamentarians and, for example, will include sharing of problems in our practice and subsequent solutions, along with issues and resolutions of those issues.

Each module (webinar or in classroom) is 90 minutes to two hours long and will be offered several times during the year. Each will include pre-course work and, in the cases of Serving as a Meeting Parliamentarian, Teaching Parliamentary Procedure Presiding, and Writing Parliamentary Opinions, post-course demonstrations or assignments. Instructors may also assign other post-course work if deemed necessary, to include redoing pre-course assignments and/or retaking the module.
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